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DISTRIBUTION SUB GROUP (DSG) 

 

Minutes of meeting held on 14 March 2018 at Cathays Park, Cardiff 
 
Welsh Government (WG) 
Rob Hay (Chair) 
Simon Edwards 
Ashley Caddick 

Clare Blake (left after item 4) 
Joanna Leek 
 

Welsh Local Government Association (WLGA) 
Jon Rae (WLGA) (left after item 3) Christopher Lee (RCT) (left after item 3) 
Andrew Stephens (Data Unit Wales) Ian Allwood (Cardiff) 
 

Independent Members 
Chris Barton  
Hugh Coombs 
 

 

Apologies 
Dilwyn Williams (Gwynedd) 
Joy Robson (Monmouthshire) 
Rhys Andrews 
Debra Carter (WG)  
Shelley Heath (WG)  
 

 
David McAuliffe (Blaenau Gwent) 
Richard Weigh (Denbighshire) 
David Powell (Powys) 
Hywel Jenkins (Neath Port Talbot) 

Welcome and Introductions 
 
1. The Chair recorded apologies. 

Minutes and matters arising from the previous meeting 
 
2. Paragraph 19 (Terms of Reference): The group requested that the discussion 

around transfers into the settlement be detailed further.  
 

3. Action: Jon Rae to circulate alternative proposed wording for inclusion in 
the previous minutes. 
 

4. DSG noted that they are happy to consider papers/discuss matters virtually – in 
particular, late transfers – should timings of the meetings be an issue.   

 
Update on actions from the previous meeting: 

 
5. Paragraph 4: Welsh Government Officials informed the group that a paper on the 

future distribution of the Welsh Independent Living Grant (WILG) through the 
settlement had not been brought to the meeting as the relevant data was not yet 
available. 

6. Action: Welsh Government officials to bring a paper on the distribution of 
the WILG to the May DSG meeting, once 12 months of data are available.  

7. Paragraph 6: The education benchmarking data was received from the Data Unit 
and was to be discussed in paper 6 in this meeting. 

8. Paragraph 9: It is planned that Paul Webb from the Welsh Government will attend 
the May DSG meeting to update the group on changes to supported housing. 
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9. Paragraph 23: Clare Blake provided an overview of the Fair funding seminar run 
by Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government (MHCLG) in January 
2018. Key areas of discussion were: 

 Cost drivers of Social care and child services. 

 The fairness of the current funding formula.  

 Business rates retention.  

 Criticism of the area cost adjustment applied in the English funding formula.  

10. Clare provided a brief update from Wales, which received a positive response.  
The feedback she received was around Welsh Government’s working groups 
being key to the process, through the engagement between central and local 
government. They also appreciated that the Wales data isn’t frozen, that local 
authorities are able to view their data at validation stage and the transparency 
through publishing the data in the Green Book.  

11. MHCLG were interested in visiting Welsh Government to discuss the Welsh 
Settlement process in more detail. 

12. There are currently no timings on when the MHCLG are anticipated to publish any 
consultation responses. 

13. Local government members requested that paper 6 be discussed first as some 
members had to leave before the end of the meeting. 

DSG (2018) Paper 06 - Financial benchmarking data investigation 

14. Welsh Government officials presented a paper that provided an initial overview to 
the schools benchmarking data provided by Data Unit Wales.  

15. The paper provided a high level summary on the contextual information about 
secondary schools and their expenditure of certain financial elements. Unit costs 
were then calculated from elements of expenditure divided by the contextual 
information (i.e. Teacher spend per pupil).  

16. The group discussed the issues and opportunities the data presented, marrying 
this up with previous papers to propose a way forward.  

17. Action: Welsh Government officials to draft a paper, linking the latest 
benchmarking data with previous papers and highlighting any issues with 
the quality/usability of the data in its current form, as well as any 
opportunities. 

DSG (2018) Paper 03 – Treatment of council tax in the settlement 

18. Welsh Government officials presented a paper that looked at the distributional 
implications of changing the 2.5% council tax increase assumption that is used to 
estimate Council Tax Income at Standard Spending (CTISS) in the settlement 
funding formula. 

19. The paper exemplified changes in AEF for the 2018-19 final settlement when 
changing the 2.5% assumption to the 2017-18 Wales average increase (3.04%), 
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the previous 2 years average increase for Wales (3.33%) and the previous 3 
years average increase for Wales (3.68%).  

20. The group discussed the origin of the 2.5% and agreed that, in light of recent 
rises in council tax, this is a relatively small assumption. The group requested 
further information on how the calculation operates. The group favoured a 3-year 
average in principle and would agree virtually once they were satisfied with the 
further explanation. 

21. Jon Rae and Christopher Lee left the meeting. 

22. Action: Welsh Government officials to produce a brief document to explain 
the effects of the proposals in more detail. 

Oral item – Welfare Reform update 

23. Welsh Government officials provided an oral update on the latest position on 
welfare reform. This included the outcome of the consultation in England on the 
“general principles applied in considering changes to the criteria for free school 
meals and the early years pupil premium under Universal Credit”.    

24. In England, the current eligibility criteria for free school meals are all those in 
receipt of Universal Credit. The outcome of the consultation resulted in their plans 
to implement a net income threshold of less than £7,400 to be eligible for free 
school meals (FSMs) plus a blanket protection for all previously eligible children 
to receive a FSM until 2022.  

25. The approach for Wales is currently being considered. DSG will be updated when 
there is information to share as this will have an impact on the formula. It was 
agreed that DSG members should have access to the FSM data at an early 
opportunity in order to provide the best opportunity for consideration for the 2019-
20 formula. 

26. Action: Welsh Government officials to share FSM data at an early 
opportunity and provide any updates with regards to the Wales position 
when information becomes available. 

DSG (2018) Paper 04 – Free school meals data 

27. Welsh Government officials presented a paper detailing the impact on the 2018-
19 Settlement if a two/three year average of the FSM data were used instead of 
single year. 

28. DSG members questioned the rationale in using averages for FSM data. They 
also asked whether any averages are used in calculating the Pupil Development 
Grant. The group were inclined to use a consistent approach in the use of the 
FSM data.  

29. The group asked for an analysis of the volatility of FSM eligibility over time by 
Local Authority. 

30. Action: Welsh Government officials to liaise with Education colleagues 
regarding the methodology used in calculating the PDG and feedback to 
DSG.  
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31. Action: Welsh Government officials to provide an analysis of the volatility of 
FSM eligibility over time by Local Authority. 

DSG (2018) Paper 05 – Revenue Outturn Data mapped to IBA service areas – 
education 

32. Welsh Government officials presented a paper assessing the impact of changing 
the RO data used in mapping of the education IBA service areas.  

33. The group agreed that the change would improve the consistency of the model 
and was effectively correcting a previous oversight. DSG members specified they 
would like to see the impact of all changes from the RO/RA service areas 
mapping review in one paper, prior to confirming for the 2019-20 Settlement.  

34. Action: Welsh Government officials to draft a single paper, mapping all IBA 
service areas. 

Oral item – Pool Rate Working Group 

35. Welsh Government officials provided an oral update on the latest position. Welsh 
Government officials met with local authority colleagues to discuss the future of 
the model. A paper will be brought to the May DSG meeting for further discussion. 

36. DSG members discussed the changes to the English guidance on Minimum 
Revenue Position (MRP) and the backdating of previous assumptions. Welsh 
Government officials suggested that they would raise this matter for discussion at 
the Treasurers meeting on 16 March. 

37. DSG members agreed that a substantive paper should be presented to DSG later 
in the year. 

38. Action: Welsh Government officials to produce a paper outlining the impact 
of changing the MRP rate on the Settlement funding formula. 

Any Other Business 

39. DSG members raised the importance of sending papers early to allow proper 
consideration prior to the meetings. 

40. All to note the date of the next DSG meeting is Tuesday 15 May. 

Dates and venues of next meetings 

41. The remaining dates for 2018 are as follows:  

 15 May 2018, Welsh Government, Cardiff 

 18 July 2018, Welsh Government, Cardiff 

 13 September 2018, Welsh Government, Cardiff 

 14 November 2018, Welsh Government, Cardiff 
 

Local Government Finance Policy 
 
Welsh Government  


